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It has been a decade since the publication of Dr.Â Â Moody's landmark bestseller, Life AfterÂ Â Life,
and since he coined the termÂ Â "near-death experience", or NDE. Today, Dr.Â Â Moody has
studied more than a thousand new caseÂ Â histories of adults and children who have
clinicallyÂ Â reached the point of death and survived, andÂ Â extraordinary new research has
revealed more patternsÂ Â of NDEs. Now, for the first time, Dr. MoodyÂ Â presents this wealth of
new information to the generalÂ Â public information that uncovers secrets and opensÂ Â the doors
to a powerful message of love from theÂ Â frontier between life and death. Inside you
willÂ Â discover:How recent findings inÂ Â medicine, psychiatry, and sociology bring us
closerÂ Â than ever to unraveling mankind's greatestÂ Â mystery: What happens to us after
weÂ Â die?Startling, newly confirmed phenomena suchÂ Â as:The experience of meeting one's
loved ones inÂ Â the afterlife and the ability to "tap into"Â Â knowledge of any sort.What
theÂ Â moving near-death experiences of children can teachÂ Â us.Why NDEs inspire
permanentÂ Â change, greater appreciation of life, more concernÂ Â for others, increased belief in
an afterlife, andÂ Â decreased fear of death.WhyÂ Â medical professionals are considering
initiatingÂ Â aggressive scientific research into near-deathÂ Â experiences... and much more.Dr.
MoodyÂ Â offers both answers and peace of mind to those whoÂ Â wonder about death and
provides anotherÂ Â groundbreaking volume in his ongoing study of life, death,Â Â and "beyond."
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I read Dr. Raymond Moody's "Life After Life" as a student at Eckerd College in 1994. In fact back
then I was writing my graduation paper about Near Death Experiences - because at the same time I
was losing my husband to cancer and wanted to know where he may be going. My college agreed
to let that unusual subject be my graduating thesis. My husband passed in late 1994, I graduated in
early 1995 and I was walking on clouds when I did. My mood was elevated in part, thanks to
Moody's book "Life After Life" written in conjunction with Elisabeth Kubler-Ross. Thanks to his book,
I was very confident my husband was fine and this allowed me to not live in guilt and attend to life
on earth. I return to Moody's writings whenever I feel down, (which is not often) because they are so
inspiring and uplifting. Works to elate me and get me back on track every time.So, Dr. Raymond
Moody's "Life After Life" is a really important book, took a lot of weight off my shoulders as a young
widow with three young kids - and "Life After Life" should be digested before this one, "The Light
Beyond" if you are really wanting to know about NDEs. "The Light Beyond," I just read, has new
experiences and a lot more quality data to throw at the critics of NDE who most likely multiplied
exponentially after Moody's first few challenging books on what happens after we expire here on
earth. I totally enjoyed "The Light Beyond" and plan to read it a few times.Dr. Raymond Moody was
the expert in 1994 and he still is. Dr. Moody has always had the best data by far, many - people who
were dead a very long time (which is paramount to avoid the hallucination pushers) and more
importantly access in his profession to those who would be most likely to have a near death
experience. Dr.
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